
FREE-MOTION QUILTING WITH RULERS – CLASSES 1 AND 2
Supply List and Pre-Class Preparation

Supplies:
Westalee ruler foot to fit your particular sewing machine (order at least 2 weeks in
advance) NOTE: Bernina owners use the #72 foot. Order the “High Shank” Westalee
ruler sampler set AND the 12” Arc ruler.
Westalee 6 piece sampler ruler set (order at least 2 weeks in advance)
Blue wash-out marking pen AND Purple air erase marking pen.
Basting Spray for basting quilt (Recommend 505 , do NOT use June Tailor)
Sewing Machine with free-motion capability
Walking foot
SEWING MACHINE MANUAL
Knee-lift for your sewing machine (if you own one)
Sew Steady table or equivalent to make your machine surface flat and as large as possible
24” long and large square rotary cutting rulers
Rotary cutter
1 1/2 yards of pale solid color fabric for main fabric
3/8 yard solid color dark fabric for binding and some squares

Thread that CONTRASTS with your background fabric and matches dark fabric.
Size 80 or 90 Schmetz Quilting or Microtex needles.
Screwdriver that is BEEFY (except Bernina owners)
Small sharp pointed scissors, seam ripper or stiletto
Small notebook and pencil for notetaking.
12 1/2” X 1 yard roll of INVISIGRIP by Omnigrid.
Supreme Slider (optional)

Pre-Class Homework

From the light fabric, cut two pieces 22” X 38”. These can be cut on either the crosswise
or lengthwise grain. One is the quilt top, the other the back.

From the dark fabric, cut 3 strips 2 1/4” X width of fabric. Set these aside for binding.
Cut a 3” strip and add a 2 1/2” wide strip of paper-backed fusible to the strip. Cut a 2”
strip from the fused strip. Cut eight 2” fused squares from the strip.
Bring the 2” fused squares to class.
Cut a piece of batting 27” X 43”.
Assemble the quilt sandwich centering the batting and 2 light colored pieces of fabric.
Spray baste using the 505 spray. NOTE: If you have never done spray basting, please
GOOGLE “Basting spray for quilting tutorial”. Choose the www.craftsy.com blog and
view their tutorial. Do not wait until class to do this.

http://www.craftsy.com/

